A SHIFTING MINDSET:

THE NEW EXPECTATIONS OF MODERN TRAVELERS
In recent years, hotel guests’
expectations have shifted. As
generations begin traveling, their
preferences become more defined
and they want more options.This
modern mindset seeks out
convenience, innovation and
personalization.

TRAVEL SPEND IN 2015
$4,157

$4,700

$4,349

2.9 trips

3.4 trips

3.0 trips

These new expectations are
challenging the hospitality industry
to rethink the entire guest journey,
including pre-stay and post-stay,
amenities, services and experiences.

BABY
BOOMERS

GEN X

36-51 years old

52-70 years old

MILLENNIALS
18-35 years old

NEW HOTEL BRANDS
LAUNCHED BY DECADE
The industry saw its biggest expansion when
Baby Boomers began traveling, rolling out
a large portion of its inventory in the ‘80s.
Though never reaching the heights of the
‘80s, the market has continued to expand
at rates higher than the pre-Boomer era.
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GEN X

Self-reliant,
independent,
change is a
constant

MILLENNIALS

2010-2016

Social,
live for “now”
not tomorrow,
seek lifestyle
balance

The “Me”
generation,
idealistic,
optimistic
workaholics

AS THE MINDSET CONTINUES TO EVOLVE,
SO DOES THE GUEST EXPERIENCE
- Travel agents
- GDS

- Travel agent provides
recommendations
- AAA and Fodor’s travel guides

ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN
- Large front desks and
room keys

LOBBY
- Generic coffee machines in lobby
- Concierge
- Foyer with flowers

- Online travel agencies
- Proprietary booking engines,
brand.com

- Optimized brand.com
- Focus on content strategy and
story-telling
- Mobile booking

- Generic welcome/ thank you
emails.

- Tailored CRM program,
personalized communications

- Pods replace front desks
- Experiment with kiosks

- No front desk
- Keyless room access

- High-energy décor
- Lounge vibe
- Business center with computers
and printers

- Minimal décor
- Interactive digital signage with
local recommendations
- Free flowing, open spaces with
Wi-Fi throughout

- Work stations with ergonomic
chair + desk, paid Internet,
flat screen TVs

- Smart TVs, USB ports, no desks,
upgraded toiletries worth taking
home

- Small workout rooms

- Fitness not confined to one room,
scheduled group exercises,
tailored to individual preferences

ROOM/REST
- Dark comforters, TVs hidden
in large armoires,
poor-quality toiletries

FITNESS
- Large-scale gyms

F&B
- Room service considered
luxury

POST-STAY

LOYALTY PROGRAMS
- First hotel loyalty program
launces in 1983

GUEST REVIEWS
- Guest surveys, word of
mouth between social
groups, family and friends

WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?

- Options focused on convenience

- Grab and go options
- Room service no longer
necessary

- Loyalty programs become
ubiquitous with memberships
outnumbering the world population

- Points-based programs become
recognition-based with
personalized rewards

- TripAdvisor and online review sites

- Social platforms prevail
- Guest reviews and rating directly
impacting RevPar growth

Obstacle-adverse and tech-friendly, today’s guests expect seamless stays from
booking to checkout. Brands, both new and established, continue to evolve to meet
shifting mindsets and consumer preferences.
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